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Abstract
The treatment of massive and stranded inductors is studied in the frame of dual magnetodynamic &nite
element h- and a-formulations. On both sides, nodal and edge &nite elements are used and source &elds are
de&ned when needed as mathematical tools to be used directly in each formulation to lead to circuit relations
for inductors. Simpli&ed expressions of source &elds are proposed.
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1. Introduction
Both general families of magnetodynamic formulations, i.e. h- and b-conform formulations, are
studied in the frame of the &nite element method, as well in 2D as in 3D. These dual formulations
are, respectively, weak forms of the Faraday and Ampere equations, and, respectively, use un-
knowns directly associated with the magnetic &eld h (e.g., magnetic &eld—magnetic scalar potential
h-formulations) and with the magnetic <ux density b (e.g., magnetic vector potential a-formulations).
When such formulations are applied to systems coupled with electric circuits, not only local
quantities, characterizing the unknown &eld, are involved, but also electric global quantities, i.e.,
currents and voltages. The conducting regions carrying these global quantities can be of massive
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or stranded types, each type necessitating a particular treatment depending on the formulation. The
mathematical and numerical tools for naturally coupling local and global quantities are studied for all
these variants. The results of this coupling are circuit relations characterizing the conducting regions,
i.e., relations relating currents and voltages. The developed methods use edge and nodal coupled
&nite elements and bene&t from their properties to de&ne currents and voltages in strong or weak
senses, in accordance with the considered weak formulations, i.e., with no additional approximation.
For that, in some cases, they make use of well-de&ned source &elds as mathematical tools. In
particular, when dealing with a stranded conductor, an h-formulation needs a source magnetic &eld.
The same kind of source &eld can also be used in a-formulations. Other source &elds, source electric
scalar potentials, are proposed for massive conductors in a-formulations. Finally, a global function
of another type is used in h-formulations for massive conductors. Convenient forms of such source
&elds are proposed for eEcient analyses.
2. Magnetodynamic problem and associated constraints
A bounded domain  of the two- or three-dimensional Euclidean space is considered. Its boundary
@ is denoted . The diFerential equations and material constitutive relations of the magnetodynamic,
or eddy current, problem in  are
curl h= j; curl e =−@tb; div b= 0; (1)
b= h; j = e; (2)
where h is the magnetic &eld, b is the magnetic <ux density, e is the electric &eld, j is the electric
current density, including source currents js and eddy currents,  is the magnetic permeability and
 is the electric conductivity. Eqs. (1a) and (1b) are, respectively, the Ampere and Faraday equations.
Conservation Eq. (1c) carries a part of (1b) and is usually associated with this latter. It gives the
information needed for static problems as well as for nonconducting regions (in which  = 0; &eld
e is therefore not uniquely de&ned by the considered subset (1) of the Maxwell equations). Relations
(2a–b) are, respectively, the considered magnetic and Ohm laws.
The eddy current conducting part of  is denoted c and the complementary nonconducting one
Cc , with  = c ∪ Cc . Massive inductors belong to c and stranded inductors are regions of s,
with s ⊂ Cc . Such a distinction rests on the fact that unknown eddy currents appear in massive
inductors while &xed current distributions js have to be given in stranded ones.
Boundary conditions on &elds involved in (1) are de&ned on complementary—generally
nonconnected—parts h and e of , i.e.
n × h|h = 0; n × e|e = 0; n · b|e = 0; (3)
where n is the unit normal vector on  exterior to . Note that, here again, (3c) carries a part of (3b),
through (1b). These homogeneous conditions are commonly encountered in electromagnetic problems
either for physical (conditions at in&nity or associated with idealized materials) or symmetry reasons
(for normal or tangential &elds). Their extension to nonhomogeneous ones can be done without
diEculty.
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Fig. 1. Model of an inductor with a source of electromotive force emf ; i.
In addition to local conditions (3a–c), global conditions on voltages or currents in inductors are
considered, through functionals on local &elds (circulations and <uxes). An idealized inductor c
is shown in Fig. 1 where a source of electromotive force is located between two sections, these
being two electrodes or terminals very close to each other. The studied domain  contains all the
regions except the very thin one emf ; i separating the electrodes, called electromotive force region.
Such a source is characterized by a voltage Vi and a current Ii <owing through one of its terminal
surface j; i, considered as a cross-section of the inductor; the set of all such inductor cross-sections
is noted j. Surfaces j; i can also be parts of the exterior boundary e of the studied domain either in
presence of symmetry conditions (with perpendicular currents) or as exterior terminals for external
connections.
For massive inductors, the electric &eld e in emf ; i can be considered as being known, as a
conservative electric &eld, and its circulation along any path i from one terminal to the other in
emf ; i is actually the applied voltage Vi. One thus has
∫
i
e · dl = Vi;
∫
j; i
n · j ds= Ii; (4)
where i is any path in emf ; i connecting its two terminals. The convention used for the orientation
of both i and n gives the same direction to Ii and Vi. For stranded inductors (included in s),
condition (4b) holds while (4a) has to be expressed as the sum of the circulations of e for all the
wires. Moreover, for both kinds of inductors, one must satisfy local conditions [13]
n × e|j = 0; n · j|@c = 0; n · curl e| = 0: (5)
Conditions (5a–c), respectively, ensure that each terminal is equipotential, the total current <ows
through terminals only and there is no magnetic coupling between  and its exterior. In order to
satisfy (5c) with closed-inductors (such as the idealized one in Fig. 1), an assumption must be made
about the connection of the external circuit: this circuit is considered to be located outside  far
enough from the main structure and is connected to it through twisted pairs.
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3. Magnetic eld weak formulation
3.1. h-formulation with reaction and source magnetic elds
The general expression of the magnetic &eld h in  in an h-formulation is
h= hs + hr − grad; (6)
involving three complementary &elds hs, hr and  de&ned as follows. Field hs is a source magnetic
&eld associated with the imposed current density js in stranded inductors s through equation
curl hs = js: (7)
Field hr is the associated reaction &eld in conducting regions c while  is the associated reaction
magnetic scalar potential in nonconducting regions Cc . Potential  can be multivalued when 
C
c is
multiply connected, in which case cuts must be de&ned to make this domain simply connected [4].
The h– magnetodynamic formulation is an example of h-formulation [2,6]. It is obtained from
the weak form of the Faraday equation (1b), with (2a–b), i.e.,
@t(h; h′) + (−1curl h; curl h′)c + (
−1js; curl h′)s + 〈n · es; h′〉e = 0; ∀h′ ∈Fh();
(8)
where Fh() is the function space de&ned on  and containing the basis functions for h (coupled
to ) as well as for the test function h′; (·; ·) and 〈·; ·〉, respectively, denote a volume integral in
 and a surface integral on  of products of their vector &eld arguments. Surface electric &eld n×es
is a natural boundary condition on boundaries e of two kinds. Either, it can be a locally speci&ed
&eld, e.g., (3b), or a &eld for which only associated global quantities are known (circulations of es),
i.e. voltages through (4a) [6]. A formulation similar to (8) can be obtained for the t–! formulation,
with h= hs + t − grad in  [5,18,19].
In the following, the characterization of h, i.e., of hs, hr and  in (6), will &rst remain in its
continuous form before being discretized. This will allow to point out the important properties of h
to be kept after discretization to lead to natural de&nitions of currents and voltages.
3.2. Currents as essential global quantities
Current driven massive inductors can be directly or strongly considered through the expression of
the reaction &eld hr − grad in (6). Indeed, the circulation of hr − grad along any closed path Li
around each massive inductor i is equal to the current Ii <owing in this inductor, i.e.,∮
Li
(hr − grad) · dl = Ii: (9)
For stranded inductors, the constraint of uniformity of the current density can be automatically
satis&ed through source magnetic &elds hs; i, each one being associated with an inductor i∈s with
a unit current, i.e., satisfying curl hs; i = js; i (7) where js; i is the known equivalent current density of
this unit current <owing in the Ni turns of the inductor. Then, the total source magnetic &eld hs
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can be expressed as
hs =
∑
i∈s
Is; ihs; i ; hs ∈Fhs (); (10)
where Is; i is the current <owing in stranded inductor i, thus associated with a global basis function
being the unit source magnetic &eld hs; i. The actual source current density in inductor i is js = Is; i js; i.
Consequently, source magnetic &elds hs (10) in formulation (8), through expression (6) of the total
&eld h, enable to directly take current driven stranded inductors into account.
3.3. Weak circuit relations and voltages as natural global quantities
Voltage driven inductors need additional relations, called circuit relations, to be considered. For
stranded inductors, such relations are relative to the Faraday equation applied to the coil windings
relating the current Ii and the voltage Vi for each inductor i, i.e.,
Vi = Ri Ii + @ti; (11)
where Ri is the coil resistance and i is the magnetic <ux linked to the coil.
The terms of relation (11) can be expressed in various ways (all similar at the continuous level
but diFerent at the discrete level) from the quantities involved in formulation (8). Nevertheless, this
formulation already contains the information concerning the Faraday law because it is precisely a
weak form of this law for the whole studied domain, and thus also for the stranded inductors. In
other words, the total magnetic <ux linked to each coil is already taken into account in a weak
way through (8) and should therefore be considered with exactly the same weak sense (the same
approximation at the discrete level) in relation (11), sense that will be called natural.
For massive inductors, a more general relation has to be used and is &rst developed. Relation
(9) implies that there exists for each inductor one basis function of h (called current basis function
and denoted ci) associated with its current with the property of having a unit circulation along any
closed path Li around the inductor. A discrete form for such a basis function will be de&ned later.
At the continuous level, it is known that function ci can be expressed as the gradient of a scalar
potential, i.e., [6]
ci =−grad qi in Cc with n × ci =−n × grad qi on @c; (12)
this potential qi being de&ned in domain Cc made simply connected by cut Ci (Figs. 2 and 3). It
can be de&ned as follows. Its value can be &xed to 1 on one side of the associated cut, called side
‘+’, and to 0 on the other side, called side ‘−’ (Fig. 3). The continuous transition of qi between
both these values can be performed in a transition layer in Cc adjacent to side ‘+’, which reduces
the support of qi and ci. The surface integral in (8) can then be developed for h′ equal to the current
basis function ci. The only contributing part of e is the lateral boundary of emf ; i made simply
connected. The other parts of the boundary of emf ; i, i.e., its terminals, give no contribution because
n × e = n × es = 0 on them. Thus, using (12), one has
〈n × es; h′〉e = 〈n × es; ci〉e = 〈n × es;−grad qi〉e
= 〈grad qi × es; n〉e = 〈curl (qies); n〉e − 〈qi curl es; n〉e :
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Fig. 2. Inductor with a source of electromotive force emf ; i and its cut Ci; @C+i and @C
−
i are the traces of both sides of
Ci on @c.
Fig. 3. Section of a 3D structure with a cut and the associated transition layer for potential qi.
Using then the Stokes formula for the &rst integral and seeing the second integral vanishes (if the
thickness of emf ; i is small enough), one has
〈n × es; ci〉e =
∮
@e
qies · dl =
∮
@i
es · dl = Vi (13)
because only the part i of the oriented contour @e in contact with @C+i gives a nonzero contribution
(Fig. 2).
Consequently, for the test function h′ = ci, (8) becomes
@t(h; ci) + (−1curl h; curl ci)c =−Vi; (14)
which is the natural weak circuit relation for massive inductor i, in which current Ii is strongly
de&ned through constraint (9) on h.
A similar treatment can be done for stranded inductors. The basis functions of hs in (10), i.e., the
unit source magnetic &elds hs; i, lead to, when used as test functions h′,
@t(h; hs; i) + Is; i (−1js; i ; curl hs; i)s; i =−Vi; (15)
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which is the natural weak circuit relation, of form (11), for stranded inductor i. This relation allows
a natural computation of the total magnetic <ux through all the wires of the inductor in perfect
accordance with the weak formulation (8), without the need of any supplementary integral formula
(i.e., an explicit calculation of the <ux that would be nonconserved at the discrete level).
3.4. Discretization of the magnetic eld
At the discrete level, the use of edge &nite elements [3] either in 2D or 3D to interpolate
curl-conform &elds, such as the magnetic &eld h or an electric vector potential t, &rst gives fa-
cilities in de&ning currents. Indeed, the circulation of such &elds along a closed path, also being the
<ux of its curl and consequently the current, is directly obtained from coeEcients of the interpolation,
in this case those associated with the edges of the path.
The magnetic &eld h is thus interpolated with edge &nite elements, generating the function space
S1() de&ned on a mesh of , i.e.,
h=
∑
e∈E
hese; h∈ S1(); (16)
where E is the set of edges of , se is the edge basis function associated with edge e and he is the
circulation of h along edge e. Geometrical elements of the mesh can be triangles and quadrangles
in 2D, or tetrahedra, hexahedra and prisms in 3D [9].
Then, this characterization (16) can be transformed in order to give explicitly the basis functions
of the considered discrete space for Fh() with the essential constraints (4b) and (6).
The h– coupling, by (6), &rst leads in case Cc is simply connected to the characterization
h= hs +
∑
k∈Ec
hksk +
∑
n∈NCc
n vn; (17)
where Ec is the set of inner edges of c, NCc is the set of nodes inside 
C
c and on its boundary
@Cc . Indeed, the circulation he along an edge in 
C
c is actually the diFerence of the scalar potentials
at both ends of the edge, which leads to de&ne new basis functions vn associated with the nodes of
Cc and the nodal values n of . Basis function vn can be expressed by
vn =
∑
nj∈ECc
snj; (18)
i.e., as the sum of edge basis functions of all the edges inside Cc and on its boundary @
C
c (subset
denoted ECc ) incident to node n. Thanks to the property grad S
0() ⊂ S1() between nodal &nite
element spaces S0() and S1() [3,9], vn (18) can also be written as
vn =−grad sn in Cc ; (19)
where sn is the nodal shape function associated with node n. This can only be the case if all the
edges incident to node n are considered in sum (18). That concerns all the nodes of NCc when vn
is evaluated in Cc . However, it is not the case for the nodes of N
C
c located on @c when vn is
evaluated in c.
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In case Cc is multiply connected, characterization of h has to be extended as
h= hs +
∑
k∈Ec
hksk +
∑
n∈NCc
nvn +
∑
i∈C
Iici ; (20)
where C is a set of cuts making Cc simply connected [4,7]. Actually, potential  in 
C
c is decom-
posed in continuous and discontinuous parts, of which the gradients are, respectively, given by the
two last sums in (20). CoeEcients Ii represent circulations of h along well-de&ned paths (equal to
the <uxes of their curl and thus to the currents through associated surfaces) and functions ci are
vector basis functions associated with cuts Ci. Note that such a characterization enables function vn,
and thus the associated scalar potential, to be fully continuous in a multiply connected domain, the
discontinuity being taken into account by functions ci. Function ci can be expressed in  as [7]
ci =
∑
nj∈ECc ; with n∈Nc; i ; j∈NCc+ ; j ∈Nc; i
snj; (21)
i.e., as the sum of the classical basis functions of all the edges incident to only one node of the cut
(Nc; i is the set of all the nodes on side ‘+’ of cut Ci) and on one side of it (the other node is in set
NCc+ of the nodes of the transition layer). Such a set of edges can be easily de&ned a priori, which
is a key element of the method. The support of function ci is thus minimized by being limited to
the transition layer of geometric elements of the mesh of Cc adjacent to side ‘+’ of cut Ci, with a
slight extension in c.
Function ci can be expressed as the gradient of a scalar function, by (12), in its support in Cc ,
i.e.
ci =−grad
∑
n∈Nc; i∩NCc+
sn inCc : (22)
3.5. Pre-calculation of source magnetic elds
Several ways of de&ning source magnetic &elds hs have been already proposed [6,7,14,15,18–
20,23]. These methods diFer by the way the source &elds are approximated as well as by the extent
of their domains of de&nition.
For instance, &eld hs can be calculated by the Biot–Savart law. It therefore has a zero divergence,
which is a condition, or gauge, one could do without. In fact, there exists a whole family of &elds
hs verifying (7) and the source &eld calculated by the Biot–Savart law is only one of those, whose
divergence vanishes and which has thus a physical meaning. It can be interesting to choose other
&elds in this family thanks to other gauges, with no physical meaning anymore.
The technique developed in [7], using the reaction &eld characterization of type (20), is used
to characterize eEciently source &elds, being generalized source &elds (non-physical &elds). The
support of each source &eld is actually limited to the associated inductor and a transition layer
associated with a cut (layer of elements located on one side of a cut), i.e., the associated source
scalar potential out of the inductor is freely &xed to zero. The co-tree gauge condition is used,
i.e., the circulation of the source &eld is &xed to zero along all the edges of a tree built in the
inductor. The basis functions of the &eld are thus associated with the co-tree edges (classical edge
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basis functions) in the inductor and with a cut (a global function de&ned in the transition layer of
form ci given by (21)).
Two methods to determine hs, i.e., coeEcients for the de&ned characterization, are proposed here.
One method consists in computing hs; i through a projection method of a known distribution js; i,
i.e.,
(curl hs; i ; curl h′)s; i = ( js; i ; curl h
′)s; i ; ∀h′ ∈Fh(s; i); (23)
where Fh(s; i) is the source &eld function space de&ned above. The sources for this problem are
direct constraints on this function space coming from the a priori known form of hs; i in the tran-
sition layer (not included in s; i); the coeEcient of the cut basis function is directly given by the
magnetomotive force of the &xed unit current (equal to Ni). The circulation of hs; i can be &xed to
zero on the lateral boundary of the inductor which implies that the tree of edges must be complete
on this boundary before entering the volume.
The other method consists in solving an electrokinetic problem with a tensorial conductivity having
a principal value along the wires, i.e.,
(−1 curl hs; i ; curl h′)s; i = 0; ∀h′ ∈Fh(s; i); (24)
with the same constraints and boundary conditions as for (23).
The way this simpli&ed form of source &eld is de&ned (hs is zero almost everywhere in non-
conducting regions) leads to an elegant way to strongly reduce the cancellation error in magnetic
materials [23]. Indeed, this implicitly de&nes a total magnetic scalar potential in a formulation using
a reduced magnetic scalar potential , in addition of having a perfect complementarity between
source and reaction &elds &nite element spaces.
4. Magnetic vector potential weak formulation
4.1. a-formulation with source electric scalar potential
The general expression of the electric &eld e via a magnetic vector potential a involves the gradient
of an electric scalar potential v in the conducting regions, i.e.,
e =−@ta − grad v in c; with b= curl a in ; (25)
so that the Faraday equation (1b) is satis&ed. Because e is not uniquely de&ned in Cc by the
considered magnetodynamic equations, there is no need to de&ne it through (25a) in Cc . Eq. (25b)
is the only one to be considered there giving a the nature of a vector potential. If potential v is
&xed a priori, a will not have this nature in c and will be rather a kind of reaction electric &eld
by (25a), with no need to be gauged.
With these potentials, the a − v magnetodynamic formulation is obtained from the weak form of
the Ampere equation (1a), with (2a,b), i.e., [5,17]
(−1 curl a; curl a′) + (@ta; a′)c + ( grad v; a
′)c − ( js; a′)s = 0; ∀a′ ∈Fa(); (26)
where Fa() is the function space de&ned on  and containing the basis functions for a as well as
for the test function a′.
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Weak formulation (26) implies, by taking a′ = grad v′ as a test function, that
(@ta; grad v′)c + ( grad v; grad v
′)c = 〈n · j; v′〉j ; ∀v′ ∈Fv(c); (27)
where j is the part of the boundary of c crossed by currents. Formulation (27) is actually also
the weak form of div j = 0 (coming from the Ampere equation) in c.
4.2. Voltages or currents as essential global quantities
Certain kinds of source &elds can be de&ned and used in a-formulations to lead to circuit relations.
Voltage driven massive inductors can be considered through a unit source electric scalar potential
vs; i associated with a unit voltage for each inductor i (vs; i is equal to 1 on one electrode, to 0 on
the other and varies continuously in c; i, which gives the electric &eld needed in the electromotive
force region emf ; i), leading to
v=
∑
i∈j
Vivs; i : (28)
The voltage associated with a massive inductor then appears explicitly in formulation (26), through
(28) and (25a), as a global quantity de&ned in a strong sense, i.e., with integral term Vi ( grad vs; i ;
a′)c; i , i∈j.
The treatment of stranded inductors is somewhat diFerent. What is actually given for a stranded
inductor is a current density distribution and no a priori information about one kind of unit voltage
can be known. This points out a loss of a part of the duality between h- and a-formulation: the
current will be rather a strong quantity for stranded inductors, through source current density js in
(26).
4.3. Weak circuit relations and natural global quantities
Massive inductors—With the a–v formulation, the total current <owing in a massive conductor
can only be expressed in a weak sense, because it comes from the Ampere equation which is itself
expressed in a weak form.
The current Ii through section j; i of a massive inductor can be obtained from (27) with v′ equal
to the previously de&ned source scalar potential vs; i. Indeed, with v′ = vs; i, the surface integral term
in (27) gives
〈n · j; vs; i〉j; i = 〈n · j; 1〉j; i =
∫
j; i
n · j ds= Ii; (29)
and thus (27) becomes
(@ta; grad vs; i)c + ( grad v; grad vs; i)c = Ii; (30)
or, with (28),
Ii = (@ta; grad vs; i)c + Vi( grad vs; i ; grad vs; i)c ; (31)
which is the natural weak circuit relation associated with massive inductor i.
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Stranded inductors—For a stranded inductor, the circuit relation cannot be issued from (31).
Indeed, to enable this, the gradient of the source scalar potential vs; i should be the electric &eld
in the stranded inductor i associated with a unit voltage. It is nevertheless generally impossible
to determine a priori such an electric &eld because the distribution of the voltage in the wires is
precisely a part of the solution of the magnetodynamic problem.
One has rather to resort to the circuit relation obtained from the h-formulation, i.e., (15), and to
express it in terms of the magnetic vector potential [11]. For that, the &rst term of relation (15) is
transformed with (25b) as
@t(h; hs; i) = @t(b; hs; i) = @t(curl a; hs; i)
and becomes, after integration by parts,
@t(h; hs; i) = @t(a; curl hs; i) + @t〈n × a; hs; i〉@: (32)
One then has, because the surface integral in (32) is zero by conditions (3a–b),
@t( h; hs; i) = @t(a; js; i) = @t(a; js; i)s; i ; (33)
where the integration domain is reduced to the inductor. Consequently, (15) becomes
@t(a; js; i)s; i + Is; i(
−1js; i ; js; i)s; i =−Vi; (34)
which is the circuit relation associated with stranded inductor i in the a-formulation. Current densities
js; i are then the source &elds to be used for obtaining circuit relations.
DiFerent expressions of the unit current density js can be considered, which will lead to diFerent
approximations of winding distributions. The most commonly used form for js is
js =
Ni
Si
tdef= w= wIunit ; (35)
where t is a unit vector tangent to the coil direction, Iunit =1 A, Si is the surface area of the inductor
and w is called the wire density vector. With such a form, (34) comes down to the classically used
circuit relation (e.g., [12,16])
@t
∫
s
a · w ds + RiIs; i =−Vi; (36)
where Ri is the resistance of the inductor.
The distribution of js can also be considered as the curl of an electric vector potential (having the
same de&nition as the source magnetic &eld and used to enable a good convergence of a nongauged
resolution [21,22]) or as the gradient of a source scalar potential [11].
4.4. Discretization of the magnetic vector and electric scalar potentials
At the discrete level, formulation (26) includes (27) when the gradient of v′ is included in the
space of a′, which is the case when edge and nodal &nite elements are used, respectively, for a′
and v′, and thus for a and v [3,9]. Fa() is thus chosen here as an edge &nite element function
space S1() built on a mesh of  and associated with a gauge condition in Cc [1], and Fv(c) as
the associated nodal &nite element space S0(c), with the relation grad S0(c) ⊂ S1(c) [3,9]. Note
that nodal &nite elements for a would lead to the loss of important properties: a penalty term would
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Fig. 4. Cross-section and associated transition layer in an inductor.
have to be added in (26) and the exact complementarity between @ta and grad v in (25a) would not
be satis&ed anymore.
Source potential vs; i is then discretized as the sum of the nodal basis functions sn of all the nodes
located on the cross-section j; i, i.e.,
vs; i =
∑
n∈j; i
sn; (37)
with a support limited to a transition layer containing all the elements adjacent to one side of the
cross section (Fig. 4). Potential vs; i is indeed equal to 1, the unit voltage, on j; i [8,10]. Another
form of vs; i could be given by the solution of the electrokinetic problem in c, which nevertheless
presents the disadvantage of necessitating a pre-computation. So, for massive inductors, using (31),
the current is obtained rather from a volume integration in a transition layer located on one side
of the cross-section (Fig. 4; because the support of vs; i is reduced to this layer in c) than from a
numerical surface integration of n · j = n · e on this section. This explicit surface integration would
be aFected by the choice of the integration surface and there would be generally no reason for the
so-computed current to be equal to the current given by the volume integral in the transition layer,
even if the surface is the actual cross-section.
These methods to compute the current are totally diFerent in 3D, although they are identical when
applied in 2D. The proposed method then appears to be a generalization from 2D to 3D. For stranded
inductors, in 2D, all the de&ned forms of js are equivalent. Indeed, js is a constant on the studied
section of the inductor, constant which is exactly taken into account whatever the method is. This
is nevertheless not the case in 3D where the direction of the winding is not unique.
5. Conclusions
Methods for de&ning currents and voltages in &nite element magnetodynamic h- and a-formulations
have been developed for both massive and stranded inductors. It has been shown that the use of edge
and nodal coupled &nite elements and adapted source &elds enables to de&ne currents and voltages
in a natural and eEcient way.
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The generality of the methods enables their application to all kinds of geometrical models (2D
or 3D). They are also independent of the characteristics of the &nite elements used (geometry and
degree). All the advantages of the methods appear when local and global quantities have to be
coupled, either within a &nite element problem or through external lumped circuits.
Moreover, the duality between h- and a-formulations has been pointed out. The use of both
formulations can constitute a way to estimate the error on &nite element analyses with electric
circuit coupling. The consistent approximations proposed for circuit relations appear to be necessary
conditions for correct interpretations of the obtained results.
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